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Executive Summary
The Wolf Branch Innovation District (WBID) represents a unique
opportunity for the City of Mount Dora and Lake County to collaborate on
establishing a mixed-use employment center of regional importance in
central Florida. The long-awaited opening of the Wekiva Parkway segment of
the perimeter expressway system encircling metro Orlando is here.
In order to be prepared for the inevitable private investment response to the
mobility improvements in northeast Lake County, the two governments
commissioned this implementation plan to ensure that the necessary
regulatory structure was in place to guide the creation of a high quality
physical, economic and social place.

This implementation plan includes the following:
1.

A recommended Master Plan which has the following elements:
•

2.

The ‘right-sizing’ of the supply of properly designated land
for employment center uses based on market expectations;

A recommended set of Design Guidelines which:
•

Establishes overall design principles and intent;

•

Creates standard roadway cross sections that promote
consistency and quality of the public realm within the
WBID;

•

A detailed land use program for the WBID based on the
recommendations in this plan;

•

A ‘Gateway District’ to allow for commercial and other
land uses necessary to support the day-to-day needs of the
surrounding community;

•

Promotes higher quality urban form via street and block
standards, building placement, massing and site orientation;
and

•

Creation of unique multi-purpose trail features connecting
the WBID to the surrounding community and ultimately
into the planned regional trail system in Lake County;

•

Promotes improved building and site design via building
character, site elements, and landscape design standards.

•

Reinforcement of the importance of the ‘quality of place’ by
establishing design guidelines recommended for adoption by
the City and the County; and

•

Recommended modifications of the existing Comprehensive
Plan of the City and the County, including Future Land
Use map designations, as well as changes to policies and
standards.

3.

A Capital Improvement Plan which summarizes the required
public and private investment in infrastructure and physical
enhancements necessary to achieve the desired economic success
of the WBID, as well as a discussion of potential financing tools
available for implementation.

4.

An Administration Plan that defines necessary changes to land
use regulations and outlines ongoing City/County collaboration
activities necessary to implement the plan.
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Wolf Branch Innovation District Plan
Wolf Branch Innovation District

Intent

Factors of Success

The Wolf Branch Innovation District (WBID) in unincorporated Lake
County represents a bold initiative by the City of Mount Dora and Lake
County to diversify the economic base of the region. It represents an
opportunity to establish new employment in targeted industries such as
clinical healthcare and life sciences, research and development, advanced
manufacturing, and higher education.

The WBID can be a contending location for users who are part of the global
innovation economy. However, there are key factors of the innovation
economy that must be understood in attempting to position the WBID in
the competition for employers:
•

Scientists and engineers are the drivers of the innovation economy

The location of the WBID must be viewed in light of its regional context.
While the City of Mount Dora has enjoyed the benefit of a setting between
Lake Dora and US 441, the more local nature of its roadway infrastructure
has limited its potential for major employment. This area of Lake County
will be further connected to the regional economy due to improved access
and reduced travel times created by the new SR 453 connection between the
Wekiva Parkway and State Road 46. Economic geographers view distance
not in terms of the measured length between locations, but in terms of time.
The opening of SR 453 to SR 429 reduces the ‘friction of time’ between
WBID and metro Orlando’s major centers – Downtown Orlando (30
minutes), Orlando International Airport (38 minutes), and the University
of Central Florida (42 minutes) – all interrelated to the WBID as a regional
employment center.

•

Scientists and engineers tend to co-locate in areas with relatively
large populations of scientists and engineers and around highly rated
universities

Starting from scratch and trying to build an economic engine at the WBID
is a long-term endeavor. Efforts by the City and County to recruit smaller
companies in technology related industries might be the best foundation that
can be laid for success. Most economic development success stories come
from homegrown businesses. Pursuing a dual strategy of recruiting small
technology companies to the area while taking the long view toward the
WBID is the most prudent approach to enhancing Mount Dora’s role as a
creative city. The following are further justifications for starting with small
steps:

•

Access to common pools of labor or talent rather than access to suppliers
and customers is what drives the tendency of firms, including hightechnology firms to cluster together in regional complexes

•

High Technology and R & D firms are disproportionally attracted by
amenities and quality-of-place

Most of these factors are beyond the influence of state or local government
and they are difficult to begin from scratch. The community must examine
its existing intellectual capital and determine how to build into these global
innovation factors through collaboration and starting small.

•

Building a reputation for technology/innovation in the market place
takes time

•

The City of Mount Dora has unprecedented attributes in the existing
city to build a new expanded reputation of a creative community

•

Small steps are manageable and affordable, and not disruptive to the
character of the City

•

Starting small supplements the thinking about larger WBID pursuits

There are many theories of economic development and what factors drive
high value-high wage job creation in any given region. Firms make location
decisions based on numerous data points that are different for each industry
sector. While it is believed that the creation of the SR 453 interchange with
SR 46 creates the opportunity for economic expansion, there is no guarantee
of the type, quality and timing of any job creation.

1
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Quality of Place

Land Supply for Regional Development

Previous research has found a clear association between places with higher
endowments of human capital and higher than average amenities. In other
words, workforce talent in high value-high wage industry sectors is drawn
to places with a high concentration of amenities and high quality of life,
sometimes referred to as “quality of place.” Access to human capital will be
one of the keys to the attraction of firms to the WBID.

Ensuring that there is sufficient land area designated for employment center uses in the right location and configuration is critical to the success of the
WBID. Market studies conducted for the project determined the required land supply needed to meet the projected demand. Figures 2 and 3 represent the
recommendation to reconfigure Future Land Use designations to facilitate the greatest success of the WBID.

Figure 1: Current Employment Center FLU Designation

Figure 2: Proposed Employment Center FLU Designation

Current Employment Center FLU designation covers 1,328 acres net of wetlands,
floodplains, and rights of way.

Proposed Employment Center FLU designation covers 850 acres net of wetlands,
floodplains, and rights of way.

Quality of place can be thought of as “the bundle of goods and services
that come under the rubric of amenities” 1. These amenities are genuine
foundational characteristics of a community such as its cultural and
educational institutions, parks, neighborhoods, and festivals – elements that
establish and reinforce a City’s reputation. This reputation is an attraction for
human capital and therefore is also important in the relocation or location
decision of firms that require an educated and skilled workforce. Several
studies suggest that firms that utilize high levels of human capital are likely to
prefer locations with higher levels of amenities. Recent research has shown
that quality of place is now the key economic and social organizing unit in
the modern-day knowledge economy2.
Mount Dora’s quality of place is unique in central Florida and it is critically
important for the development of the WBID. Firms that choose to locate
in the WBID will likely weigh the quality of place as an attractor for their
workforce as a high factor in the decision. The purpose here is not to weigh
one factor higher than another such as improved regional access, but to
note that quality of place is a clear ‘differentiator’ of the WBID from other
established and emerging regional centers on the beltway around metro
Orlando. As stated earlier, the WBID will be competing with other similarly
situated centers in the region.
Arora, A., Florida, R., Gates, G. and Kamlet, M., Human Capital, Quality of Place, and
Location; 2000
2
Florida, R., Adler, P., and Mellander, C., The City as Innovation Machine, 2017
1
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Round Lake Road

Figure 3: Recommended Plan

The alignment of
Norton with the
intersection of Buttercup
south of SR 46 is an
important network
improvement. The City/
County should consider a
land use other than single
family at the northeast
corner of the intersection
to induce the landowner
to align and construct the
intersection and the first
segment of Norton north
SR 46
1

GATEWAY DISTRICT

SR 46

LAND USES (PROPOSED)
Rural
Single-Family up to 4.0 DU/Ac
Multi-Family
Commercial
Employment
Park/Open Space
Conservation
Gateway District
STREETS and TRAILS
Existing Framework Street
Future Framework Street
Existing Local Street
Future Local Street
Proposed Trail
Future Full Intersection

o

0

600 ft

Round Lake Road

US HWY 441

SR 46

1

Summerlake-Grace Groves PUD

1,200 ft
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Figure 4: Employment Center Recommended Land Use Mix
6%
20%
Employment
32%

Land Use / Program

42%

Future Land Uses and the WBID Development Program

Flex/Industrial
Residential
Commercial

Gateway Employment Center

There is an inherent symbiotic relationship between an emerging employment
center and its immediate surrounding community. Throughout the planning
process, it became clear that the area to be analyzed had to be larger than
just the WBID to ensure the highest possible resulting quality of place.
Therefore, the Concept Plan area is approximately six square miles in size.

While the Concept Plan includes recommended Future Land Use
designations for the entire six square mile study area, this plan recommends
specific development standards and guidelines for only the 850-acre WBID.
As a result of the recommendations further in this document, the overall
build out scenario is projected to have the mix of land uses displayed in
Figure 4 and Table 1.

The Gateway Employment Center is intended to be the ‘core’ of the
WBID where the highest concentration of retail and services are located to
conveniently serve the needs of the tenants of the WBID and residents of
surrounding neighborhoods. The vertical mixing of uses is encouraged. Each
quadrant of the Gateway District will be subject to the requisite mix of uses
shown in Table 4 on Page 11.

Table 1: Projected Employment Center Program at Build Out
Residential
Desired
Average
Density Build-out
(du/ac)
(units)

Mix

786

57%

99.60

0.25

18

1,135

57%

143.75

15.70

8

126

25%

10%

18.78

18

338

10%

21.88

8

175

Mix

Acres

174.74

25%

43.69

18

252.20

25%

63.05

Employment Center Gateway

62.80

25%

Employment Center East 2A

187.81

Employment Center East 2B

218.83

Employment Center East 1

Flex / Industrial

Desired
Intensity Build-out
Acres
(FAR)
(kSF)

Developable
Acres

Phase Development Area (Subareas)
1
Employment Center West 1

2

Employment 1

1

Mix

Desired
Intensity Build-out
Acres
(FAR)
(kSF)

Mix

1,085

15%

26.21

0.25

285

3%

5.24

0.25

57

0.25

1,565

15%

37.83

0.25

412

3%

7.57

0.25

82

15.70

0.35

239

0%

-

0.25

-

50%

31.41

0.25

342

15%

28.17

0.25

307

55%

103.30

0.25

1,125

0%

-

0.25

-

23%

50.33

0.20

438

38%

83.16

0.15

543

4%

8.75

0.10

38

Employment includes, but is not limited to,
Research, Education, Clinical Health Care, and
Professional Services

4

Commercial
Desired
Intensity Build-out
Acres
(FAR)
(kSF)
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Figure 5: Development Sub-Areas
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Round Lake Road

Wolf Branch Road

LAND USES (PROPOSED)
Rural
Single-Family up to 4.0 DU/Ac
Multi-Family
Commercial
Employment
Park/Open Space
Conservation
Employment Center Sub-Areas

o

0

600 ft

SR 46

West 1

Gateway

SR 46

East 2A

Round Lake Road

US HWY 441

East 1

East 2B

1,200 ft
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Figure 6: Mobility Plan

Wolf Branch Road
Round Lake Road

Wolf Branch Road

Round Lake Road

US HWY 441
STREETS and TRAILS
Existing Framework Street
Future Framework Street
Existing Local Street
Future Local Street
Wekiva Trail Segment 1
Local Connector Trail
Future Full Intersection

o
6

0

600 ft

SR 46

SR 46

NOTE: Trails shown on this plan are conceptual
and subject to final development plan approval
and/or PD+E analysis.
1,200 ft
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Mobility
The success of the WBID is subject to a number of factors, including the
ability of residents, employees, and visitors to have ease of movement to
and through the study area. As a result, overall mobility was a high priority
during the planning process. The Concept Plan contains a recommended
secondary roadway network designed to provide a robust level of movement
for vehicular traffic.

Figure 7: Employment Center Framework A-Street

Figure 8: Employment Center Framework B-Street

In addition to roadways, the Concept Plan includes an area-wide multi-use
trail system to provide a unique amenity system and alternative means of
moving people throughout the study area and to and from the WBID.
See Figure 6 for street and trail locations.

Summerlake-Grace Groves PUD
An existing approved Planned Unit Development (Summerlake-Grace Groves
PUD) exists in the southeast quadrant of the proposed WBID. (See Figure
3). Due to the size and scale of the approved development program, a phased
approach to the development is required to avoid using SR 46 as the only
access point for the project. A planned secondary access is anticipated via
an extension of the internal spine road east to CR 437. A condition shall
be included on any annexation and/or approval of the project requiring a
maximum Average Daily Trip (ADT) threshold or other traffic condition
which would require a roadway extension to CR 437. The determination
of any trip threshold should be established after a traffic study is provided to
show how much of the project’s traffic can be accommodated with a single
access point to SR 46.

21’

11’

11’

11’

MULTI-USE TRAIL

TRAVEL

TURN

TRAVEL

7’

6’

PARKWAY WALK

5’

8’

WALK PARKWAY

12’

12’

12’

TRAVEL

TURN

TRAVEL

70’
Right of Way Width
Pavement Width

Median/Turn Lane
Travel Lanes
Parking

Curb Type

Sidewalk Width
Planter Width

Multi-use Trail

8’

5’

PARKWAY WALK

66’
70’

33’
11’
11’

optional
in place of
parkway
vertical
6’
7’

Right of Way Width

66’

Turn Lane

12’

Pavement Width
Travel Lanes
Parking

Curb Type

Sidewalk Width
Planter Width
Bike

36’
12’

none

vertical
5’
8’

none

21’ corridor,
12’ path

NOTE: The above cross-sections are intended to be part of internal WBID mobility network and not part of County road system.
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Table 2: Parcels Recommended for FLU Change

Future Land Use Amendments
In order to implement the findings and conclusions in this Plan, a number
of parcels will require a change to the Future Land Use designation within
the Lake County Comprehensive Plan. Table 2 identifies those parcels. The
parcels are also shown on Figure 9. The City of Mount Dora would also
incorporate the recommended changes in Future Land Use designation in
any future annexations of the designated parcels.
The recommended changes achieve the following objectives:

MAP ID

AltKey

Owner Name

MAP ID

AltKey

Owner Name

1

1048397

O J BREAK LLLP ET AL

38

2505249

FOREMAN VIRGINIA L LIFE ESTATE & I WILLIAM ROTHE TRUSTEE

2

1048419

O J BREAK LLLP & CAROL A SIMPSON

39

2505257

JONES MICHAEL EUGENE

3

1048443

HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

40

2505290

SIMMONS MARY C LIFE ESTATE

4

1048877

HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

41

2505303

RICHTER KENT A & DONNA J TRUSTEES

5

1124786

O J BREAK LLLP & CAROL A SIMPSON

42

2505311

LUPO FREDRIC J & SANDRA L

6

1098491

CSD GROVES C/O CHARLES BROWN

43

2505460

REAGAN LARRY & LANA S

7

1124697

HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

44

2505478

COLEMAN LINDA EVERETT

8

1685168

SHEPP JUDITH R

45

2600110

DUNLAP AUSTIN L & KAYE

9

1709245

DROZ DORA O LIFE ESTATE

46

2600144

FISHER MATTHEW E & KATHRYN

10

1735815

MAREK GEORGE W JR & REBECCA J

47

2832088

PANDOLPH GEORGE J & LYNDA W

11

2505192

BERNFELD HARVEY

48

1124701

SMITH LEO C & TERESA R

12

2505362

PALACIOS FREDDY O

49

1124808

LINDSLEY PAVING COMPANY INC

13

2505371

WESLEY FRANCES

50

3330986

PANDOLPH GEORGE J & LINDA

1.

The “right-sizing” of the supply of land for regional office/employment
center uses to align with the market study conducted for the area;

14

2505389

TEMPLE DONALD A & MARY A

51

1784310

HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

15

2505397

LANGFORD BLAINE

52

3266391

PANDOLPH GEORGE & LYN

16

2515848

WINDSOR MAXWELL L

53

1510392

FAY WILLIAM JOSEPH

2.

Removing higher intensity land uses in areas where the needed
infrastructure will never be in place to support regional office/
employment center uses; and

17

1085101

O J BREAK LLLP ET AL

54

1510465

QUINTON ERNEST

18

2601175

PANDOLPH GEORGE J

55

1510643

CLARK PATRICK L JR

19

1124727

LINDSLEY PAVING CO INC

56

1510694

CORTES RODNEY

20

1124743

HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

57

2505206

LASH RAYMOND W

21

1124859

WINDSOR MAXWELL L & CONNIE J

58

2505222

DAVIS DELTA P LIFE ESTATE

22

2810211

TIMMONS EARL E JR & PATRICIA H

59

2505346

ZWICK PHILLIP J

23

1510511

COSSIO MENDOZA SAUL ET AL

60

2505419

PALACIOS FREDDY O & ELSA B

24

1510597

KEY LOLITA

61

1799449

TURNER DANNIE C & KATHERINE D

25

1510601

MARVIN GERALD P & DEBORAH G

62

3819018

FAY WILLIAM J

26

1709326

STUBBS CHARLES L & PATRICIA G

63

2505281

CARLTON MICHAEL N & ANN H

27

1510449

PARKER JAY L TRUSTEE

64

2505273

WILLIAMSON JOHN T

28

1510759

SWAILS HAZEL A

65

2505265

COCHRAN CAROL LIFE ESTATE

29

1709270

LUCAS RICHARD G & CRYSTAL G

66

3851987

RINEHART RODNEY & TRACEY

30

1709318

ROGERS GREGORY W

67

2600136

DAVIS WILLIAM C & DEBRA L

31

2505214

WEST ROBERT C & WINIFRED T

68

1806305

HENDERSON ROBERT W & CATHERINE H TRUSTEES

32

2505231

FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSN

69

2566329

SELLERS LAURENCE

33

2505354

GREEN BRUCE E JR & PHYLLIS A H

70

2600128

TAYAL GEETANJALI & SHOBHIT GUPTA

34

2505401

PALACIOS FREDDY O & ELSA

71

1510422

NEULIFE NEUROLOGICAL SERVICES LLC

35

2505427

BROWN SARA S

72

3860119

HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

36

2511591

MC GHEE KEVIN W & RACHEL

73

1124719

LINDSLEY PAVING COMPANY INC

37

2569077

O J BREAK LLLP ET AL

3.

Providing new, lower density/intensity land uses where surrounding
residential characteristics require more compatible planned uses.

8
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Figure 9: Recommended Plan with FLU Changes
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Policies & Standards
The implementation of the WBID Master Plan requires an updated
regulatory framework to be adopted by the City of Mount Dora and Lake
County. While the effort to develop the Plan has been collaborative, both
jurisdictions have slightly different nomenclature and approaches in their
Future Land Use elements of the respective Comprehensive Plans.
Policy I-1.3.6 in the Future Land Use element (FLU) of the Lake
County Comprehensive Plan establishes the Regional Office Future Land
Use category. This is the current FLU designation for the land in the
unincorporated area that is proposed to be the new boundary of the WBID
as well as multiple areas throughout Lake County. The City of Mount
Dora Comprehensive Plan contains an Employment Center FLU category
which would be the designation placed on lands in the proposed WBID

following annexation. This category is described in Policy 4.g(12) of the
Comprehensive Plan.

2.

Reduce the FAR to a more realistic scale and massing for this regional
location. Include incentive criteria to allow for increases in FAR;

There is great similarity in approach between Lake County’s Regional Office
FLU category and the City of Mount Dora’s Employment Center FLU
category. However, there are some differences that are highlighted in the
table below.

3.

Encourage residential uses to create more of a mixed-use environment,
allowing for employees to live closer to work;

4.

Use a performance approach to height limit, ensuring compatibility with
land uses adjoining the perimeter of the proposed WBID;

5.

Utilize the Lake County Wellness Way Jobs/Housing standard as a more
practical approach to ensuring land supply for employment uses; and

6.

Provide separate land use standards for the recommended Gateway
District.

Throughout the planning process, there was considerable discussion regarding
what changes to the respective Future Land Use categories would foster
a more supportive regulatory regime for the acceleration of employment
growth in the WBID. A number of significant principles emerged:
1.

Align the City and County FLU categories to allow all probable
employment sectors as allowable uses (i.e. Hospitals);

Table 4 summarizes the recommended changes.

Table 3: Comparison of Existing City and County Future Land Use Categories
County Existing Regional Office FLU

City Existing Employment Center FLU

Floor Area Ratio Maximum

3.0

3.0

Residential Use

Limited multi-family as a Conditional Use

Jobs/Housing Ratio

Allowed in mixed-use commercial buildings or as stand-alone multi-family units as
part of a mixed-use development; Single Family prohibited; only permitted to be
constructed after or simultaneously with commercial uses
10,000 SF/1 Dwelling Unit

Commercial Use

No more than 20% of floor area (hotels excluded)

No more than 20% of floor area (hotels excluded)

Permitted Uses

Conditional Uses

Office; limited retail; light industrial (within a building); health services (except
hospital); civic; religious organizations; colleges, universities and professional schools;
hotels; utilities; limited multi-family
Light industrial (outside enclosed building); hospitals; heliports; borrow pits

Office; limited retail; light industrial (within a building); health services (except
hospital); civic; religious organizations; colleges, universities and professional schools;
public order and safety; hotels; hospitals; and utilities
Light industrial (outside enclosed building); heliports; and limited multi-family

Prohibited Uses

Single Family

Single Family
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Table 4: Summary of Recommended Changes

Employment

Zone

Existing FLU

Recommendation

Employment Center FAR

Up to 3.0

1.0 by Right; Up to 2.0 via incentives

Residential Use

Only Multi-Family permitted. Single Family prohibited

Commercial use

No more than 20% of floor area allocated to commercial uses
(Hotels excluded - City FLU)
Determined by FAR

Keep existing prohibition of single family; 8 DU/ac minimum density; Maximum 25% of EC land area can
be in residential use; Vertically mixed-use buildings exempt from 25% standard up to 50% of land area in EC
zone
No change

Height Limit
Jobs/Housing
Conditional Uses
Mix of Uses

ISR

No more than 20% of floor area allocated to commercial uses
(Hotels excluded - City FLU)
Minimum of fifteen percent (15%) of the net buildable area as open
space
Max 0.75

FAR

NA

0.35 Min/1.0 Max

Minimum Size of
Development Site
Commercial Use

NA

3 acres

NA

Permitted as part of mixed-use site. Can be up to 75% of land area

Residential Use

NA

Permitted as part of mixed-use site. Can be up to 60% of land area; Minimum 8 DU/Ac

Urban Design

NA

Outside EC District
Density
Trail Dedication
Requirement

NA

High level of walkability and urban character; building placements and architectural design indicative of
exemplary character and feel of a true gateway district. Vertical mixing of uses is encouraged.
Maximum 4.0 DU/Ac

NA

City has requirement for Trail dedication and construction in Section. 6.15 of Land Development Code

Gateway

Open Space

Other

Residential can only be constructed with or after the provision of
employment use at a rate of 1 DU/10,000 SF of GLA
Varies between City and County

100’ Maximum; 25’ setback when EC use is 35’ in height or less; 1’ additional for each 3’ of additional building
height
2 jobs/DU (450 SF of Employment Use per job); Land sufficient to meet proper housing/jobs balance must
be set aside for employment only uses only
Make Hospitals, Colleges/Universities and private schools permitted uses; Make Manufacturing, R & D
facilities permitted uses (warehousing & distribution would be allowed as accessory uses
No change
No change
No change
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Figure 10: Design Guideline Applicability Area

Introduction and Overview
Purpose and Intent
Placemaking is the process of designing places that people find desirous to
live and work, resulting in a high-quality built environment. Successful
placemaking establishes locations that attract residents, businesses, and
institutions that are all uniquely connected by a common identity. The
disciplines of architecture, urban design, and landscape architecture are used
to create high quality places.

SR 46

Round Lake Road

These Design Guidelines are intended to implement the character of place
that has been identified in the Wolf Branch Innovation District Strategy
Report. The approach taken in these guidelines will direct the form and
character of development to achieve the overall objectives of the Master
Plan, by using the most relevant principles of architecture, urban design, and
landscape architecture.

Applicability
The City of Mount Dora and Lake County may have different approaches to
implementation by way of their unique regulatory framework. While their
nomenclature may differ, it is highly encouraged that the core principles of
these guidelines be adopted in total by each local government. For instance,
the City of Mount Dora may choose to utilize the guidelines as a supplement
to their Commercial Architectural and Site Design requirements contained
in Section 6.134 of the Land Development Code. In contrast, Lake County
may elect to adopt the Master Plan and Design Guidelines as an overlay
district in their Land Development Code.

Urban Form
The Master Plan envisions this area as a mixed use area with uses ranging
from manufacturing to retail to multi-family housing to support the
growth of Mount Dora. Its urban form is intended to reflect a workplace
environment with larger buildings that still honors the character of the
community and its small town urbanism linked by pedestrian-oriented
design.

DESIGN GUIDELINE AREA
Employment Center
Gateway District

o

0

600 ft

1,200 ft
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Design Principles and Precedents
Design Principles

Design Precedents: Employment Center Land Uses

This section includes design guidelines related to the placement, orientation,
and design of buildings on sites. A building’s form and scale is a key factor
in the development of an aesthetically pleasing workplace environment. The
design principles listed below reflect a committment to create a sense of
place where diverse uses can exist in a district that is linked by high quality,
pedestrian-oriented streetscapes that are able to adapt to changing conditions
over time. These principles are intended to ensure high quality development
that facilitates a wide range of uses from light manufacturing to offices.

Surface Parked Office

Hotel

•
•
•

•
•
•

160,500 SF
8.45 Acres (net of stormwater)
FAR 0.44 @ 5 stories

87,500 SF
2.50 Acres (net of stormwater)
FAR 0.80 @ 5 stories

1. All site improvements and buildings shall be designed to enhance the
Innovation District’s overall sense of place.
2. Building facades that are visible from the public realm shall be
designed to contribute to an attractive overall streetscape.
3. New buildings shall utilize appropriate, durable exterior building
materials to create a coherent urban form and promote sustainability
and the reuse of buildings over time.
4. Parking and vehicular uses, particularly loading docks, shall be
designed and located to reduce their visual impact on the streetscape
and their functional impact on the pedestrian.
5. All sites shall be landscaped with the intent of softening the
appearance of large building masses and easing transitions between
adjacent sites.
6. Streets shall be designed to accommodate both heavier vehicles and
pedestrians in a safe manner.
7. Buildings shall feature clean, simple massing that accentuates the
office uses and minimizes the visual impact of larger industrial and
warehousing elements of the building.

16

Colonial Town Park, Seminole County

Colonial Town Park, Seminole County
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Design Precedents: Employment Center Land Uses (continued)
Hospital

Research

Flex Industrial & Office

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

853,700 SF
23.5 Acres (net of stormwater)
FAR 0.83 @ 6 stories

267,000 SF
17.25 Acres (net of stormwater)
FAR 0.35 @ 4 stories

Varies
FAR 0.25 to 0.40 @ 1 story
0.38

0.28
0.25

0.25

Nemours Children’s Hospital, Lake Nona

Medical City, Lake Nona

Lake Point, Orlando
17
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Design Precedents: Commercial/Mixed Use Land Uses

•
•
•

230,000 SF
15.0 Acres (net of stormwater)
FAR 0.35 @ 1 and 2 stories

The Grove, Windermere
18

•
•
•

337,000 SF
21.3 Acres (net of stormwater)
FAR 0.36 @ 1 and 2 stories

Colonial Town Park, Seminole County
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Design Precedents: Townhouse and Multi-Family Land Uses (min 8 DU/Acre)

Oviedo on the Park, Oviedo

Baldwin Park, Orlando

Baldwin Park, Orlando

Oviedo on the Park, Oviedo

Winter Springs Town Center, Winter Springs

Baldwin Park, Orlando
19
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Figure 11: Regulating Plan

Streets and Blocks
Purpose and Intent

Multi-modal mobility is an important design element of the Innovation
District. In addition to moving vehicles throughout the area, the mobility
network design is intended to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians in a safe
and attractive environment.

New Streets and Blocks

Within the Innovation District, new development shall provide a network
of new framework streets and blocks consistent with the Regulating Plan.
New streets shall be designed consistent with the street cross sections on
this page. The maximum perimeter of an individual interior block shall be
2500’. Development on blocks larger than the maximum shall be required
to provide a system of alleys and driveways consistent with the intent of the
example shown on in these standards.

SR 46

21’

11’

11’

11’

MULTI-USE TRAIL

TRAVEL

TURN

TRAVEL

7’

6’

PARKWAY WALK

70’

B-Street Cross Section

5’

8’

WALK PARKWAY

12’

12’

12’

TRAVEL

TURN

TRAVEL

8’

5’

66’
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REGULATING PLAN
Employment Center
Gateway District
SR46 Build-to Zone
SR 46 Landscape Zone
A-Street Build-to Zone
A-Street Landscape Zone
B-Street Build-to Zone
B-Street Landscape Zone
Trail Landscape Zone

PARKWAY WALK

NOTE: The above cross-sections are intended to be part of internal WBID mobility network and not part of
County road system.

Round Lake Road

A-Street Cross Section

o

STREETS and TRAILS
SR 46
A-Street
B-Street
Connector Trail
0

600 ft

1,200 ft
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Build-To Zones and Landscape Zones

In general, buildings shall be located and oriented toward the street to create
a character of place that is defined by buildings and landscape rather than
parking areas. In order to create a consistent building wall along the street,
design standards for the area require a significant percentage of each lot to
maintain a building frontage within a Build-to-Zone behind the sidewalk
edge along all streets. The width of this Build-to-Zone varies to allow
variation in building setbacks to avoid monotony along a street.

A
20’ Build-to Zone
80’ Landscape Zone
80’ Landscape Zone

40’ Build-to Zone

Build-To Zone

B

A

46
Trail
20’ Landscape Zone

Parking

Parking and Service Zone

Site access shall be oriented toward B-Streets and minimized on A-Streets to
the extent possible. Sites fronting on A-Streets and SR 46 shall be allowed a
single driveway curb-cut. Multiple curb-cuts are permitted on B-Streets.

Service Access

80’ Build-to Zone

The Landscape Zone accommodates site access (dropoffs and visitor parking)
and pedestrian access from parking to buildings. Parking is permitted within
this zone.

Access

Service Access

120’ Landscape Zone

Landscape Zone

Building service elements (e.g., loading docks, dumpsters, etc…) shall be
located at the rear of the building and screened from view of all adjacent
streets. New development is encouraged to develop a system of service alleys
to provide access to these areas.

Parking

B

10’ Landscape Zone
10’ Landscape Zone

Parking

80’ Landscape Zone

Building facades shall be placed in the Build-To Zone of the applicable
street frontage and shall occupy at least the specified percentage of the linear
frontage of the site:
• SR 46: 60%
• A-Streets: 60%
• B-Streets: 40%
Parking and service areas shall not be located between the principal building
and the street, with the exception of the SR 46 frontage. Along SR 46, a
single bay of parking is permissible within the Build-to-Zone so long as the
frontage requirements of this section are met. Buildings on corner parcels
shall be located up to and address the corner. They are encouraged to wrap
the corner where possible.

Example Block

A

20’ Build-to Zone

Building Placement, Massing, and
Site Orientation

02

80’ Landscape Zone
40’ Build-to Zone

B
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Building Location and Site Orientation in the Gateway District

In general, urban architecture should be built up to all property lines that
front SR 46. The intent of the area is to promote a substantially continuous
edge along the corridor to encourage density, connection to adjacent
properties, and street activity.
Guidelines:
1. In order to create a consistent building wall along the street, design
standards for the area require a significant percentage of each lot to
maintain a building frontage within a Build-to-Zone of 0 feet to 80
feet behind the sidewalk edge along SR 46.
2. To create a pedestrian scale in the space, along SR 46 a minimum
building height of 25’ is required within this Build-to-Zone.
Courtyards or other interruptions in the building wall along street
frontages may be permitted at the discretion of the City if they
do not substantially diminish the effect of the building wall or the
pedestrian character of the street.
3. Service areas shall not be located between the principal building and
the street. A single row of parking may be located to the front of the
principal building so long as the frontage requirements of this section
are met.
4. Building service elements (e.g., loading docks, dumpsters, etc…)
shall be located at the rear of the building and screened from view
of all adjacent streets. New development is encouraged to develop a
system of service alleys to provide access to these areas.
5. Buildings on corner parcels shall be located up to and address the
corner. They are encouraged to wrap the corner where possible.

Example: Buildings are located near the main road with a single row of parking. Bulk of parking is located at center of block where its impact on surrounding pedestrian areas is minimized.
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Building Location and Site Orientation for Residential Buildings

Site planning for residential buildings (townhomes and apartments) in the
Innovation District should respect the environment, connect the project
to surrounding development, and ensure effective access and promote
walkability. The intent of the area is to promote a substantially continuous
edge along new blocks to encourage density, connection to adjacent
properties, and street activity.
Guidelines:
1. Units shall be located to spatially define streets and open spaces to
the greatest extent possible.
2. Project design shall treat major intersections and corners as project
entryways.
3. Parking and service areas shall not be located between the principal
building and the street. Parking may be located to the side of the
principal building so long as the frontage requirements of this section
are met. If parking is located next to the building, adjacent to the
street, a kneewall of 30-36” in height is required to visually hold the
edge of the sidewalk.
4. Service areas shall not be located between the principal building and
the street.
5. Building service elements (e.g., loading docks, dumpsters, etc…)
shall be located at the rear of the building and screened from view
of all adjacent streets. New development is encouraged to develop a
system of service alleys to provide access to these areas.
6. Buildings on corner parcels shall be located up to and address the
corner. They are encouraged to wrap the corner where possible.

Example: Buildings are located at edge of sidewalk to spatially define the public realm. Parking is located at center of block where its impact on surrounding pedestrian areas is minimized.
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Building Placement and Site Orientation for Industrial and
Manufacturing Buildings
Considerations: Within the Innovation District, industrial and
manufacturing buildings should be sited, regardless of their use, in a manner
that emphasizes building and landscape more than parking and service/
loading areas. While there is not a requirement that buildings be placed
at the edge of the sidewalk, the intent of these guidelines is to encourage a
varied streetscape that allows buildings with a mix of employment uses in
close proximity to each other.

Loading and truck bays

Guidelines:
1. Buildings are encouraged to have a variety of front setbacks in
order to avoid the creation of a constant wall of buildings. This is
particularly important where proposed buildings have similar heights
and massing.
2. Large scale parking and service areas shall not be located between
the principal building and the street. No more than a single bay of
parking may be located between the principal building and the street
at the front of the parcel. Where parking is provided between the
building and street, at least 25% of the building frontage must be
kept free of parking stalls.
3. Parking may be located to the side of the principal building. In this
condition, special screening guidelines apply.
4. Building service elements (e.g., loading docks, dumpsters, etc…)
shall be screened from view of all A-Streets and SR 46 with landscape
screening and/or berming. New development is encouraged to
develop a system of service drives to provide access to these areas.
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Example industrial building site configuration, with loading oriented away from street and limited
parking in front of building
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Example office building with limited parking between building and street and main parking field
behind building
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Building Character
Building Facades: Commercial and Mixed-Use Buildings

Building Facades: Industrial and Manufacturing Buildings

Considerations: Building facades of commercial and mixed-use buildings
should be composed with elements that reinforce a pedestrian scale. These
elements shall be utilized to create a rhythm and scale consistent with
traditional architecture. Large unarticulated facades along the sidewalk are
not conducive to a pedestrian experience. The street-front facades of new
buildings shall be broken down into a number of smaller bays that relate to
the context. Additional interest can be added through variations in solid and
void composition, color, material, and height.

Considerations: Building facades of industrial and manufacturing buildings
shall be composed with elements that reduce the mass of building walls,
reinforce locations of entries, and create architectural interest. This can be
done through variations in solid and void composition, color, material, and
height.

Guidelines:
1. All facades visible from a publicly accessible street or open space shall
reflect appropriate structural elements and variation of the wall plane
through the expression of:
• Floors (banding, belt courses, etc.)
• Vertical support (columns, pilasters, piers, quoins, etc.)
• Foundation (watertables, rustication, etc.)
• Variation in wall plane through the use of projecting and
recessed elements
• Changes in material or material pattern
2. Facades oriented to a publicly accessible street or open space shall
include clear delineation between the first or second level and
the upper levels with a cornice, canopy, balcony, arcade, or other
architectural feature.

Guidelines:
1. The front façade of every building shall reflect appropriate structural
elements and variation of the wall plane through the expression of:

Example of simple, but well-executed building massing expressing floors, columns, foundation, and
wall plane variation

• Floors (banding, belt courses, etc.)
• Vertical support (columns, pilasters, piers, quoins, etc.)
• Foundation (watertables, rustication, etc.)
• Variation in wall plane through the use of projecting and
recessed elements
• Changes in material or material pattern
2. The sides of each building on a site, particularly buildings visible
from multiple streets, shall be consistent in design and shall be
compatible with other development in the immediate vicinity.
3. Industrial building frontages shall be broken up and/or screened with
landscape at intervals of no more than 50 linear feet.

3. Each block of new construction shall contain unique building
facades to encourage architectural variety within the Innovation
District.

Example of proper building proportioning and
clear delineation between ground floor and upper
levels.

Example variation in building facades along
street to add variety

Example of appropriate facade treatment in Innovation District
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Building Facades: Residential Buildings
Considerations: Building facades of residential buildings should create
character and visual interest and be composed with elements that reinforce
a pedestrian scale. These elements shall be utilized create a rhythm and
scale consistent with traditional architecture. The design concept shall
utilize architectural elements commonly associated with the chosen style.
Additional interest can be added through variations in solid and void
composition, color, material, and height.
Guidelines:
1. All facades visible from a publicly accessible street or open space shall
reflect appropriate structural elements and variation of the wall plane
through the expression of:
• Floors (banding, belt courses, etc.)
• Vertical support (columns, pilasters, piers, quoins, etc.)
• Foundation (watertables, rustication, etc.)
• Variation in wall plane through the use of projecting and
recessed elements
• Changes in material or material pattern
2. Variations in wall planes, rooflines, and other massing elements shall
be incorporated to create visual interest in buildings. Large expanses
of flat and/or blank walls are prohibited.

Example multi-family facade creating interest through variations in solid and void composition, color,
material, and height.

Example appropriate reflection of structural elements and variation in wall plane in multi-family
building.

Example utilization of balconies and porches on townhome building creating rhythm and scale
consistent with traditional architecture.

Example multi-family buildings with clearly defined and prominent pedestrian-scaled entries.

3. Building entries shall be clearly defined and pedestrian-scaled entries
must be a prominent feature of the front elevation.
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Ground Floor Residential Character

Pedestrian Access

Materials and Colors

Considerations: The integration of residential buildings within the
Innovation District is important to the mixed use nature of the district.
Rather than units segregated from other non-residential uses, careful design
can integrate residential uses within mixed-use streetscapes.

Considerations: Buildings shall feature true pedestrian entrances. When
parking is located to the rear of a street-facing building, entrances shall be
provided from both sides rather than solely from the parking lot.

Considerations: The materials used in building facades adjacent to public
streets shall reflect a simplicity consistent with the City’s architectural past
and serve to mitigate the effects of large expanses of building mass on the
surrounding public realm.

Guidelines:
1. Where residential occurs on the ground floor of a building,
a maximum 8 foot setback is allowed, but not required, to
accommodate entrance stoops, planters, canopies or landscaped areas.
2. Ground floor residential uses shall provide a clear delineation
between public and private space through the use of a patio,
landscaped yard, or raised stoop.
3. Residential characteristics such as elevated stoops, entrance canopies,
balconies, and other features are encouraged in all residential
development.

Example ground floor residential character, with stoop and landscaped area providing transition to
public sidewalk.

Guidelines:
1. All buildings fronting SR 46 shall have a main entrance from the
public sidewalk. In addition, any retail use along this street shall
have an individual public entry from the street.
2. Primary entrances to corner buildings shall be located at the street
corner.
3. Primary entrances shall be both architecturally and functionally
designed to demonstrate their prominence.
4. Entrances along a public sidewalk shall incorporate arcades, roofs,
porches, alcoves or awnings that protect pedestrians from the sun and
rain.

Guidelines:
1. In general, facades shall utilize one clearly dominant material and
no more than three exterior building materials (in addition to glass).
Selection shall be based on the material’s durability and its ability to
weather and age within the environment.
2. Street level design shall reflect a direct relationship to pedestrians.
Materials used at street level shall reflect a higher level of finish and
tactile interest to reinforce the pedestrian environment.
3. Inappropriate materials:
• EIFS (Exterior Insulation & Finish System)
• Applied Stone - any stone system without cavity wall
construction
• Vinyl or Aluminum Siding
• Mirrored or Tinted Glass (on the ground floor)
• Metal seam roof
4. Colors will be reviewed and approved by City staff. No primary,
overly saturated or fluorescent colors will be permitted.

Workplace example of appropriate material selection and composition
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Site Elements and Landscape
Landscape, Buffers, Walls, and Fencing
Considerations: Within the Innovation District, there shall be a focus on
creating an image of buildings and landscape rather than parking and service
areas. Public area landscape, between the building and public streets, is
intended to be informal and create a soft appearance over time. Screening
landscape is intended to mask the appearance of more industrial elements of
sites to allow for integrated uses within the district.
Guidelines:
1. Where the parking area is visible from a public street or highway,
the area shall be screened from view by some combination of
landscaping, earth berms and decorative walls. Landscape screens
consisting of trees, shrubs, ground cover and earth berms are
preferred.
2. All service yards and maintenance equipment must be enclosed and
screened from off-site view. Screening may be accomplished with a
combination of buildings, walls, landscaping, and landscaped earth
berms.

Service and Storage Yards and Loading Docks

Considerations: The mix of uses in the Innovation District necessitates a
certain amount of service and loading areas. In order to maintain a positive
image of building and landscape from the street, service and loading shall be
oriented toward the interior of blocks and screened with landscape.
Guidelines:
1. Loading docks shall be oriented toward the interior of a block to the
extent possible. Where no feasible option exists to orient inward,
docks shall be completely screened from view of adjacent public
rights of way by an appropriate landscape buffer. In no case shall
loading docks be located less than 150 feet from a residential use.

Considerations: Parking shall be designed to be safe, shaded, and easily
accessible, but should not dominate the development of a site.
Guidelines:
1. Surface parking within the Character Area is to be limited to the
minimum required by governing code. Additional parking above
code minimum is permitted provided that it is contained within the
footprint of a building or in a parking structure.
2. Pedestrian walkways through parking areas are required and shall be
carefully defined, particularly where pedestrian and vehicle conflicts
are unavoidable.

2. Loading areas are not to interfere with on-site pedestrian and
vehicular circulation. Loading areas shall be separate from areas that
are devoted to public parking and public entrances.

3. Building exposure shall be maximized and parking areas minimized
along all street frontages, where parking areas should be located
behind buildings and be screened from direct view from the street.

3. Loading operations shall not be conducted on or from a public
street.

4. Where parking areas cannot be located behind buildings and are
therefore adjacent to public streets, parking areas shall be screened
using some combination of landscaping, colonnades, trellises,
pergolas, kneewalls, low masonry or concrete walls.

3. Walls and accessory structures shall be consistent with the building
materials, finish and colors used in the main building or buildings.

4. No outdoor storage is permitted within the Innovation District.
Storage of equipment and vehicles shall be within a building or an
enclosed storage yard.

4. Masonry walls and buffer landscaping shall be provided along the
side and rear property lines and streets adjacent to property planned
or zoned for residential use.

5. Service and/or storage yards shall include, but not be limited to,
loading areas, refuse and recycle bins, trash compactors, equipment
and material storage, utility cabinets and transformers.

5. Walls or fences of more than 100’ in length shall be broken up by
landscaping, pilasters, offsets in the alignment of the wall or fence,
and/or changes in materials and colors.

6. Service yards shall be easily accessible to tenants and service vehicles
and shall be located to minimize conflicts with other activities on the
site. Public circulation shall be separated from service yards.
7. Service yards may not be located next to properties planned or zoned
for residential use.
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Parking and the Streetscape: Parking Lot Screening

Considerations: Site design guidelines serve to position buildings on the
street. However, on larger blocks, parking may be located to the side of, but
never in front of, the building. In these cases, when parking is visible from
public or private streets, walls, architectural elements, and/or landscaping
materials shall be used to screen views.
Guidelines:
1. Where parking lots are located adjacent to public streets, a street
wall edge to the sidewalk shall be maintained by a kneewall of 30” to
36” in height in order to reduce visual impact of parking fields and
headlights.
2. Wall materials shall be consistent with the composition of the
adjacent building façade.

Example of appropriate parking lot screening with kneewall and landscape along public sidewalk.

Screened lot along streetscape

Example of appropriate parking lot screening along public streetscape.
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Capital Improvement Plan
Capital Improvement Program
The Master Plan and Design Guidelines for the WBID is the product of a
review of prior planning and market studies, and a reconceptualization of a
more contemporary approach to designing and constructing an attractive and
economically competitive location for employment. The creation of such a
place requires investment – both public and private – to be successful.
Identifying the large-scale expenditures necessary for success is important
for policymakers and stakeholders to understand what level of investment is
necessary to achieve success. This section of the Master Plan is included to
identify those required investments, the estimated timing, and which sector,
public or private, is responsible for implementation.
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The following Capital Improvement Program (CIP) table highlights the first
seven years of a capital program. The following assumptions were used in
developing the proposed CIP:
1.

The utility program is identical to the existing CIP for the City of
Mount Dora for the WBID;

2.

The estimated costs for the local roads are organized by WBID
quadrant. Assumptions on timing are based on an estimated timing
of development, but is entirely dependent upon the timing of private
development;

3.

Due to logistical and timing concerns, the regional trail is prioritized
to be the northern route. Two options for this route exist as shown in
Figure 6.

The east-west roadway between the Round Lake Charter School and the
Real Life Christian Church of Mount Dora is the highest ranking capital
improvement project to be undertaken by the public sector. It will ensure
that the critical traffic relieving function of the east-west roadway corridor in
the NW quadrant of the WBID is preserved, providing a through connection
from Round Lake Road to Niles Road parallel to SR 46. Secondly, it could
provide a much-needed alternative to the drop off and pick up sequence at
the school, removing the stacked traffic on Round Lake Road. It is highly
recommended that discussions begin immediately while Lake County is
conducting their PD+E study of Round Lake Road to incorporate this new
roadway.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
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Table 5: Capital Improvement Program Table
FY19-20

FY20-21

FY21-22

FY22-23

FY23-24

FY24-25

FY24-25

Total Notes

Roads - Public
Niles Rd - Southerly completion to SR 46

$2,200,000

Church-School Road

$2,200,000 2400 LF @ $4.85MM/mile; outside WBID*

$920,000

$920,000 1000 LF @ $4.85MM/mile

Roads - Private
NE Quadrant

$1,635,000

$1,635,000

$1,635,000

$1,635,000

$1,635,000

$8,175,000 8,900 LF @ $4.85MM/mile**

NW Quadrant

$884,000

$884,000

$884,000

$884,000

$884,000

$4,420,000 4,810 LF @ $4.85MM/mile**

SW Quadrant

$775,000

$775,000

$775,000

$775,000

$775,000

$3,875,000 4,210 LF @ $4.85MM/mile**

SE Quadrant - Phase 1

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$14,000,000 15,230 LF @ $4.85MM/mile**

SE Quadrant - Phase 2

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$2,800,000

$14,000,000 15,230 LF @ $4.85MM/mile**

Traffic Signals
New/Upgraded Signals

$300,000

$300,000

$600,000 $300,000 each

Utilities
Round Lake Utilities Phase I

$1,200,000

$2,043,500

$2,533,000

$5,776,500 Existing CIP Project ***

Round Lake Utilities Phase II

$5,245,000

$5,245,000 Existing CIP Project ***

Wolf Branch Utilities Extension Phase I

$4,488,700

$4,488,700 Existing CIP Project ***

Wolf Branch Utilities Extension Phase II

$5,450,000

$5,450,000 Existing CIP Project ***

$625,000

$625,000 11,600 LF @ $285k/mile

Trails
Local Trail - SE Quadrant
Local Trail - SE Quadrant *
Local Trail - Tremain to CR 437 (Former rail spur)
Regional Trail (Option A or B)

$869,250

$245,000

$245,000 4,500 LF @ $285k/mile

$1,567,500

$1,567,500 5.5 miles @ $285k/mile

$869,250

$1,738,500

6.1 miles @ $285k/mile****

Gateway Monumentation
SR 46 and Round Lake Road Intersection
* - Not within WBID
** - Private sector cost likely lower than Lake County cost per mile

$250,000

$250,000 Monumentation and landscape on all four quadrants

***** - Nothing obligates any public sector funding nor does anything to
preclude public-private partnership funding for these roads.

*** - portions of project not within WBID
**** - only one option to be selected (A or B)
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Finance
There are a wide variety of tools available for both the public and private
sector to fund the required capital improvements necessary to implement the
WBID Master Plan. Prior to identifying the various tools, a high-level policy
discussion surrounding the question of ‘Who pays?” is in order.
Local governments vary widely on their view of their role in economic
development. Some will advance their goals by providing a wide array of
services to businesses to promote economic expansion, but refrain from
making any direct investment, either capital or participation in incentive
agreements to attract employers. Others take a more aggressive approach
and view their role in economic development as a funding partner, often
evaluating the level of investment based on a number of Return on
Investment (ROI) metrics which differ greatly from the private sector. These
ROI metrics can take many different forms, including increased revenues
from ad-valorem taxes, serviced fees, and other direct and indirect returns.
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The methods and tools discussed below can be utilized in a number of
different ways once the policy approach of the investing local government
is established. Some of the capital projects listed in Table 5 are clearly and
solely the responsibility of the public sector, such as utility extensions. How
or whether the City chooses to seek reimbursement of those costs over time
via connection charges and monthly fees is part of this policy discussion.
Other capital improvements such as internal roadways like Road A in each of
the quadrants can be left to the private sector to deliver incrementally when
site development occurs or can be constructed as a single system and financed
by one or more of the methods discussed below.
One final policy issue is important to consider, and that is one of private
property rights. Some view the role of the public sector as limited in
compelling property owners to participate in any mandatory capital
financing mechanism. Opposite views include the idea that with enhanced

entitlements and the ability to develop land, there is a certain obligation
to participate and pay a fair share, regardless of whether the timing of
development is short or long term. These issues should be fully vetted when
considering how and when to use the tools and mechanisms listed in this
section.
The list of financing tools included in Table 6 is not exhaustive. It is a list of
some of the most common tools used to finance infrastructure. In addition,
the use of grants and loans such as State DEO Job Growth grants, State
Revolving Loans, FDOT, FDEP, and other agency grants and loans, can
supplement the financing of infrastructure.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
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Table 6: Capital Improvement Financing Options
Method

Description

Strengths

Weaknesses

Applicability to WBID

Special Assessment

A financing approach created to provide
for projects and/or services to a specifically
defined area. Special assessments imposed
pursuant to Chapter 170, Florida Statutes,
must be “on benefited real property at a
rate of assessment based on the special
benefit accruing to such property from such
improvements when the improvements
funded by the special assessment provide a
benefit which is different in type or degree
from benefits provided to the community
as a whole.” An MSBU is a form of Special
Assessment commonly used in unincorporated
areas.

Assignment of costs to only those properties
that benefit from the improvements. Can be
used as a secondary pledge for other financing
mechanisms

Not all properties want the benefit of the
capital improvements. The WBID boundary
includes single family residential properties
without any near term plans for redevelopment

Could be used to assess the costs of roadways,
gateway monumentation, and/or other public
realm improvements. Assessment districts
could be designed for just the Gateway or for
the entire WBID, or both.

Tax Increment Financing (TIF)

The ‘freezing’ of the assessed value of properties
creating base year value for a specified district.
The ad-valorem revenue for the City and
County due to any increase in assessed value
would flow to a newly created Community
Redevelopment Agency (CRA). CRA revenues
would be limited to spending within the CRA
boundary and subject to spending based upon
an approved CRA plan.

CRA revenues are unpredictable, especially
in newly created areas. TIF districts typically
In general, property values are increasing due
rely upon tax-exempt debt to fund capital
to investment in public infrastructure (SR 453,
improvements. Uncertainty about future
City utilities). There is a direct nexus between
revenues will make underwriting issuance of
revenues generated and benefitting properties. debt very challenging.

Impact Fees

A well established approach to financing
public infrastructure. Structured as an ‘upfront’ fee on a development program based
on an approved assessment methodology.

Fees assessed on development that create the
impact on the public facility or service.

Impact fees are assessed at the time of
development and are difficult to use as a
primary source of debt service.

Appropriate for long term capital financing
and construction. Best approach may be to
combine with a special assessment district
used to generate debt service payments
until such time as TIF revenues can cover
obligations.
Sewer & Water: An additional fee on top of the
existing sewer and water impact fees could
be used by the City to recapture the cost of
utility trunk line extensions from US 441 to
Round Lake Road. Roads: The internal roadway
system is anticipated to be constructed by
developers when land is developed. All impact
fees generated will be used by the County to
construct arterial roadway capacity.‑
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Table 7: Capital Improvement Financing Options

Administration Plan

Action Item

Lake County

City of Mount Dora

Future Land Use (FLU) Map

Figure 9 and Table 2 identify the parcels that require Future
Land Use changes to implement this plan. The County
should initiate FLU map changes for those parcels listed
in Table 2. Upon final adoption, the updated County FLU
map will be consistent with the recommendations in this
Implementation Plan

The City cannot adopt official FLU Map designations until
properties are annexed. However, as part of the current
Evaluation and Appraisal Report (EAR) process, the City has
identified the WBID as a desired addition to the City. In the
EAR, the City should identify the recommended Plan on
Page 6 as the instrument that will guide all FLU changes as a
result of annexation.

Policy Changes

Policy I-1.3.6 of the Future Land Use Element Goals,
Objectives and Policies sets out the criteria for the
Regional Office FLU category countywide. Because other
areas of Lake County are subject to this designation, it
is recommended that Lake County adopt a new policy
specifically tailored to the Wolf Branch Innovation
District, which would include the use and development
criteria recommended in Section 01 of this plan.

Policy 4.g.(12) of the City’s Goals, Objectives and Policies
of the Comprehensive Plan describes the Employment
Center Future Land Use category. This category should be
amended and renamed to the Wolf Branch Innovation
District category. In addition, the use and development
criteria recommended in Section 01 of this plan should be
included in the policy amendment.

Zoning District

Section 3.00.00 of the County Code (Zoning District
Regulations) establishes the “C-3” Employment Center
District, as the implementing vehicle for the Regional
Employment Center Future Land Use category. Since
there are multiple locations in Lake County designated
as Regional Office, it is recommended that Lake County
establish zoning use and development standards applicable
only to the Wolf Branch Innovation District. This can be
achieved in varying ways within the code, including the
establishment of a new ‘Special District’ or by amending
the C-3 zone to include use and development criteria only
applicable to the WBID

The City has an established Zoning District - “Employment
Center” (EC) in the Land Development Code. The
following code sections should be updated to be
consistent with the recommendations in this report:
Section 1.4. - Future Land Use category and Zoning District
compatibility
Section 3.4.15 - EC Employment Center District

Architectural and Site
Design Standards

Chapter IX of the County Code contains the Development
Design and Improvement Standards. Subsection 9.10.00
contains the architectural and site design standards of the
County. Similar to Section 9.10.03 - Mt. Plymouth-Sorrento
Community Redevelopment Area Commercial Design
Standards, it is recommended that the County create a
new section establishing the design guidelines for the
WBID. In the alternative, the County could adopt the design
guidelines by reference to the WBID Implementation Plan.

Chapter VI. Design Standards of the Land Development
Code sets out the commercial (6.13) and residential (6.11)
architectural and site design standards for the City. The
design guidelines in this report are recommended to be
applied only to the WBID and used to supplement the City’s
existing design criteria. When in conflict, the WBID design
guidelines should prevail. The City may choose to adopt
these guidelines by incorporating them into Chapter VI, or
adopt them by reference to the WBID Implementation Plan.

Land Use Regulation Changes
In order to implement the findings and recommendations in this report,
each government will need to process Comprehensive Plan amendments and
Zoning/Land Development Code amendments. Table 7 outlines the specific
recommended actions to ensure that Lake County and the City of Mount
Dora adopt changes to their respective land use regulatory systems which will
result in identical development criteria.
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Ongoing Collaboration
The success of the WBID depends largely on two factors – market forces and
marketing. The former is beyond the control of any local government and is
subject to macro-economic conditions. By adopting the recommendations
in this plan and implementing the recommended actions, Lake County and
the City of Mount Dora will have done the lion’s share of effort to create
a regulatory environment conducive to economic success. Investments by
the Central Florida Expressway Authority and the Florida Department of
Transportation have accelerated the emergence of the WBID. Additional
future investments by the City of Mount Dora in utilities and fiber optic
capacity, and Lake County in roadway capacity, will further fuel the location
as a unique economic and business district.
The second factor is marketing and business development. Selling the
WBID as a remarkable location for the establishment of businesses in
targeted industries such as Clinical Health Care/Life Sciences, Research &
Development, Advanced Manufacturing, and Higher Education is in the
hands of the private and the public sector. Private sector land interests largely
control the timing of the emerging employment center by bringing land
supply to the market.
The public sector also plays a critical role in marketing and business
development. The City and County each employ highly trained staff in
Economic Development. Through maintaining the strong collaborative
effort built to date, both governments can combine resources to market the
WBID as one of the emerging corporate business centers in central Florida.
It is highly recommended that the momentum established between the two
governments be continued going forward. Coordinating marketing and
business development initiatives for the WBID should occur on an ongoing
basis.
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